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consultations, decisions, and endless card-filling took
registration was a lengthy process
after securing a sheaf of papers and numerous instructions,
a long day, and sometimes two
students searched out advisers or department aid concerning majors or individual courses
decisions made,
faculty members remained seated and labeled while the students wandered
returned to the Registrar's
the many and repetitious cards were filled, and signed by advisers
. there
office from whence they came, the cards were checked, and usually somewhat revised
required
was another wait in line outside of the comptroller's office, where fees were adjusted
class fees maintained all student-body enterprises, including the Acropolis, Quaker Campus,
released students were given student-body cards and
Rally Committee, and social affairs
registration entailed much waiting, but the long lines and the crowded library
frosh bibles
tables provided opportunities for reunions, and enthusiastic questions and answers about summer
work and fun. .

somehow every fall there was a recurrent newness and thrill in starting classes and
opening new books . . students chose the seats they desired only to be assigned
others . . . the weather was still summery, and thoughts of the beach were hard
to put out of mind . . . those who could went down often for the last d5 of
the season . . . the weather and the numerous social events • of the first weeks
made it difficult to settle into routine . . . the first crop of blue slips was large . .
then suddenly routine was established . . . it became harder to get up for those
"eight o'clocks" . . . there were quizzes, and exams, and papers . . . there were regular meetings . . . and weekends were more and more eagerly awaited as the year
progressed.
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Orientation Week preceded registration. . . it was plan
to acquaint freshmen and transfers with campus tradit
and personalities . . . the Sosecos and Knights saw
the girls and fellows got settled in the dorms . . .
students got to know each other, old students, and fac
members . . . each one was thrilled by his first talk
genial and friendly Dr. Mendenhall . . . numerous
togethers and mixers were planned . . . one of the fin
these was a barbecue in the Herbert E. Harris am
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tre... Executive Committee members, officers of the Associated Vs/omen Students, and those of the Asted Men Students were introduced to explain the functions of their organizations. . . then there was the
ic in Penn Park. . . everyone rough-housed and school spirit was instilled with songs and yells . . . there
informal dances . . . there were many teas for the new women students . . . the Cap and Gown gave
and later on each women's society gave a friendship tea to acquaint new girls with the members of
society. . . within the first few weeks each women's dorm gave a mixer, to which two fellows for every
were asked by formal invitation . . . during Orientation 'Week the off-campus freshman girls were
inized into the Green Pepper Club, which gave them a fellowship similar to that of dorm girls . . . the
k was climaxed by the Freshman Reception at the Vs/omen's Club, where frosh officers were announced.
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the frosh elected peppy Bill ("Buck") Keenan to
head them first semester
Shirley Hayes was an
energetic vice-president . genial Leigh McWilliams wrote minutes, and Jack Brownell was treasurer until he was elected second semester president
•• blonde Evalyn Sayer and boisterous Jack Yale
• at the Freshman Reput on the frosh shindigs
ception the frosh went down the long receiving line
of faculty, and their officers were introduced
at this organized mixer, the student-body danced to
the music of Laverne Boyer.
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the bedraggled fellows pictured were participating in the annual
frosh-soph Brawl . . . this contest determined whether the frosh
would continue using the back steps of Founders, and whose
numerals would finally appear on the Rock . . . the sophs won
squabbles over a huge medicine ball and a sandbag race
preceded the finale of a tug-of-war through a manure pit....

the student-body cheered the Brawl
the bleachers . . . there were frantic
and 50h sections . . . impromptu
brawls took place around the Rock
the 50h5 were awarded the priviIe
allowing their numerals to remain thrc
out first semester.. . . the scuffles freqi
ly resulted in torn shirts and black
eyes, while amused faculty and che
girls looked on . . . day after day the]
erals alternated, and competition
hotter as the day of the Brawl approa
at the beginning of the second s€
ter, a large 'W in purple and gold
painted on the Rock by order of th
ecutive Committee.
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frosh women suffered only two days
this year instead of the usual "Hell"
week. . . green lipstick and eyeshaclow,
and upside-down skirts made the frosh
girls unrecognizable, awkward, and unattractive . . . the soph girls were delighted with the results of their rulings
blacklisted freshmen women found
their rooms stacked . . . beds and belongings were piled in the center of the
room, and mattresses and drawers were
withheld until the recalcitrant girls were
thoroughly subdued. . . finally accepted and allowed equal rights, the frosh
were always regarded with amused
tolerance by upperclassmen.

under the gavel pounding of e
going Kim Creed first semest
the sophs kept the frosh well
hand, and planned bigger a
better class doings than ever bef
always smiling and friend
Kim made certain that class affa
ran smoothly, that everyone hac
good time
especially
sophomores had an "eight o'cloc
every morning .
they still Ii,
troublesome integrated courses
and they were relegated to the
particular balcony seats lcno
as "sophomore heaven"
Convocation.

able Oliver Whitcomb
cl the office of vice-presru, while efficient Mary
:ins took clown the mm. capable and neat•
),-pin Beth Anderson
I charge of finances .
use Conrad kept all her
smates busy with wellnned activities. . . sophs
an to hold important
itions on campus . .
y were all busy on corntees and cabinets.

4ip/14...
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Jim iepoi
he juniors had a big year. . . dynamic Earle Shin. . . an excellent organizer, Earle saw
ier
o it that class projects were successful . . . vice)resident Lloyd Reese assisted Earle, and alert
EIIen Shore recorded class proceedings . . . Bob
Vlagnusson, treasurer, is shown strolling with Jere
ojas, enthusiastic social chairman who planned
he pacemaking Junior-Senior Prom. . . Jere's Prom
:ommittee is shown across the page.

completing majors, practice teaching, and applying for positions, the seniors were
above
some seniors check practice teaching assignments . . . facing an uncertain future, they were more
than usually serious
their class felt the heaviest losses to the armed forces
there was an
overwhelming proportion of women among the seniors

A e)I iOVP*j

president Guy Frank was the
busiest of a busy class . . . the
frequent class meetings for
discussions of graduation, etc.,
were under his gavel . . . Barbara Robinson, as pleasing in
manner as in appearance,
was secretary.
not shown is Louis Zeyen,
popular senior called by the
Army, who was vice-president
•
. . friendly Jim Shugg, called by the Navy, was treasurer
•. . pretty Velda Fouts
planned such parties as the
trip to see "Hey Rookie."

Alice Lacy, president of the Associated Women Students, led them
through one of their busiest years
she won the admiration of
her group, and that of the entire
student body through her excellent organization, her charm and
friendliness . . . the programs
planned by dependable Arlys
Fossum, vice-president, gave the
girls the latest information on
women in the armed services .
vivacious Dorothy Zeyen held the
purse strings . . . the success of the
Poetess Prom and the A.W.S. desert party were due to the clever
and untiring work of Gwyn Dietrich, social chairman. . . Barbara
Holloway was in charge of the orientation of new women students,
aided by her fellow sponsors shown at the bottom of the opposite
page . . . special interests of the A.W.S. were the Wednesday
afternoon teas in Platner Lounge for all women students, and
maintenance of the Women's Lounge in Founders' . . increased
attendance at the refreshing teas, and increased use of the comfortable Lounge rewarded the efforts of a large group of A.W.S.
workers
especially concerned this year with defense, after class
activities of many sorts were planned for girls anxious to aid the
war effort.
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Cap and Gown, honorary women's
society, was this year composed of
Bill Lamb, Barbara Holloway, Jane
Taber, Alice Lacy, and Caroline
Reacle . . . they performed their
services with expected efficiency .
the Sosecos, sophomore service girls,
were ever ready for action in their
blue uniforms, and frequently busy
with troublesome duties involved in
the successful presentation of campus affairs . . . the Green Peppers,
freshman off-campus girls, filled their
free time with lively parties.

a. jn. 4.
aIIs to the armed forces wreaked havoc
the Associated Men Students organiation . . . with smiling assurance, Jim
hugg guided his group through a hectic
'ear until he was called by the Navy .
vice-president Earle Skinner shouldered
Eim's load and carried on with his usual
I . until he was
xtraordinary efficiency
alIed by the Army, Louis Zeyen acted as
;ecretary-treasurer . . . Lee Mahood, social
:hairman, promoted the Valentine dance
rnd the spring informal . . . the Knights,
lonorary men's society, worked with the
3osecos at campus affairs, and enforced
:ampus parking regulations.
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Bob ("Tippie") Dye worked his way
through several lesser executive offices to
that of president. . . extremely busy, he was
always friendly and obliging, promoting a
closer understanding between the students
and their Executive Committee . . . cut off
from his homeland, Hawaii, Tippie was
anxious to serve when he was recently
called into the Army.

always ready to interrupt her minute taking
to participate in the discussion, Elizabeth
("Bill") Lamb was secretary. . . her charm
and promptness made her outstanding .
Bill championed conservatism and cherished
tradition amid demands for a new era . .
smilingly adhering to her convictions, her
pleasant manner prevented many a clash.

execu title
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61/I

elected to several offices soon after his transfer from
Occidental, Louis Zeyen was vice-president of the
committee . . . relaxed in a comfortable chair he
wielded the gavel slowly and with many a pause
for by-play . . . his good fellow tactics kept the
"exec" easy going throughout his term. . . called by
the Army, he was recently married.

cotnolittee

quietly accomplishing man-size jobs, poised Caroline Reade was social chairman ... she managed
the very successful orange-picking day, and the
Football Banquet, where she reigned as a gracious
queen.
capable and charming Bill Cass became treasurer
within a semester after his transfer from Pasadena
J.C. . . . one of the Franklin "boys" he was the
tonic of the executive committee, as invigorating as
he was efficient.

ca,'Sie

dick

maq

qien

Dick Brown, president of the Chapman student body represented his school on the
executive committee . . . his friendly smile and pleasant manner did much to enrich the
relationships of the two colleges. . . Mary Parker, Chapman 'Women's president, worked
ceaselessly for a dormitory for her girls . . . vivacious and laughing she charmed the
committee . . . keen, soft-spoken Glen Bickford was Men's president . . . reliable Glen
worked continuously to establish a firmer basis for future relationships between the two
colleges . . . he was recently replaced by likeable Sam Campbell.
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small but so efficient Arlys Fossum was women's representative on the committee
representing
an ever larger per cent of the students, her job was important
she also looIed after the interests
of the Boolcstore which she managed.
effervescent Jack Mele provided much of the hilarity in meetings where he was athletic representative . an active participant in several sports he was captain of the football team
Jack was constantly seeking greater interest in the football or basketball boys.

aP44

jack
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peek
lalcolm ("Perk") Perkins is here shown relaxing with his girl at
show . . . always relaxed in position but never in attitude, Perk
presented the sophomores on the committee . . . frequently conrbuting horseplay, he conscientiously guarded the interests of his
ass in student body legislation . . . maintenance of the Student
ounge was his responsibility.
phomore Kim Creed became junior representative early when
ill McClary was called by the Navy. . . easy going Kim helped
ep the committee smooth running . . . cooperative to an extreme,
was always ready to d0 an extra job . . . he was a part of any
in, too . . . he contributed languid humour . . . Kim, too, was
cently called.
e of the busiest men on campus, Guy Frank represented the
niors on the committee . . . the class of forty-three was capably
presented by its president . . . quick-moving Guy revived Ianiishing discussions and kept them going . . . in combination with
rk and Tippie he provided much of the fun at meetings and
srties.

k/jn
uth Walker looked after Acropolis interests .
)inionated, she stimulated many discussions . . . opDsed to radical or rapid changes, she dwelled on evolushe was remarkable for successfully completing
rge jobs with no apparent organization. . . her appeal.g manner and originality added much.
Lisinesslike and efficient Jane Taber held committee
embers to the problem at hand. . . an authority on conitution she strove for the order of parliamentary produre . . . editor Jane inserted the interests of the
?uaker Campus . . . fun-loving, she never allowed the
n to interfere with business.

9U4
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Chapman College, formerly of Hollywood, shared
Whittier's campus and classrooms. . . a separate student
government was maintained under Dick Brown, genial
president. . . other Chapman officers, some of whom are
shown at the bottom of this page, were: Mary Parker,
women's president; Glen Bickford, men's president;
Betty Lacock, social chairman; Marie 'Woods, secretary;
Sam Campbell, treasurer; Ellen Atherton, historian, and
Anita Runyan, in charge of publicity. . . the Chapman
club held monthly get-togethers for business and fun ...
the Chapman Ministerial Students were headed b
Merton Brown.

4 tude),t Opfah1jg atieft0i
the Ad Club, under Caroline Reacle, advertised dances and programs through clever and
decorative posters . . . their work contributed largely to the success of such affairs . . . the
Rally Committee was composed of representatives from each class, the yell leaders, and the
song leaders . . . their rallies and stunts maintained the school spirit that kept our stands
cheering our teams, victorious or defeated . . . they had charge of the Thursday morning
convocations, and it was they who originated clever football season car stickers bearing
such phrases as "Pluck the Sagehens" . . . the committee was headed first semester by
Ernie Herrington, who presented rowdy night rallies and after-rally dances . . . boisterous
Joe Bradford presented the entertaining and talentful convocations of second semester.

the 'Whittier College Bookstore, better known as the "Spot", provided students with books
and supplies, refreshment and relaxation . . . faced with acute shortages, especially in the
line of refreshments, Arlys Fossum kept the Spot better provided than many such establishments, and managed to declare a profit in her semi-annual reports to the Executive Committee . . entirely a student enterprise, many students helped pay their tuition by working
free hours behind the counters of the Bookstore.

ac.&OPOIiJ
working around a nineteen forty-three theme, the yearbook staff was faced with many and larg
problems arising out of the times . . . in spite of the loss of two valuable staff members, and th
demands for an earlier copy submission date, the staff carried on. . . hard-working Ruth Walkei
editor, saw to it that everyone was kept busy. . . her originality gave the book new life and interes
one valuable member who left for the service before the deadline was Bill Cass, efficient b5
mess manager. . . he kept the book in perfect order and sold a record amount of advertising
his job was turned over to capable Alva Rylee . . . Earl George, responsible in a large part 10
the artistic layout of the book, was also called before his job was done . . . managing editor, an
next year's chief, Norma Jean Downing capably unsnarled
tangles for the editor, aided everywhere, and provided
many of the hundreds of ideas needed in the producing of
a yearbook. . . all members agreed that it was fun being on
the staff this year . . . confronting difficulties only provided
them with incentive to work harder . . . and times-off were
more hilarious. . .

40

ree hours of staff members were spent running to and from the Acropolis office . . IreuentIy groups gathered around Ruthie's desk to discuss theme, cover, or pictures for the
Dook
a few energetic workers sometimes sprawled on the floor to cut proofs, and thoroccasionally someone cleaned the usually cluttered office.
)ughly enjoyed themselves
Ielen Seibert, dummy editor and everyone's invaluable assistant, was always ready to take
xtra responsibility. letter writing or other
;ecretarial business was promptly handled
y Shirley Roberts
Florence Barmore.
opy editor, and file clerk Marjorie Murray
1d their jobs well, and helped everywhere
. indispensable sports editor Joe Bradford
•
vorked hard, and kept up everyone's spirits
• only through the tireless energy of each
•
riember of the staff was this edition possible.
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quaker*
editor Jane Taber found herself in a
markable situation. . . this year there'
an abundance of real news to recor
the weekly editions of the Quaker C
pus . . . and she maintained an adeqi
staff throughout the year, in spite, of
draft . . . Jane's calm assurance was c
plemented by the responsibility of
managing-editor, and editor-elect J
Lang . . . business manager Tal Mo1
was renowned for his bombastic ad
ting technique.

COPIPUOJ
a born executive, assistant business manager Marian Wall was invaluable...
the page editors carried a heavy load, aided by many efficient reporters .
taking over for Rex Danneskiold, second semester sports scribe Carl Bishop
filled his page with typical lingo enlivened by campus slang . . . Louise Conrad replaced Shirley Hoberg as editor of this year's extraordinary society page
Betty Gardener saw that the last page was filled with features to interest
and amuse her readers . . . students never failed to get their weekly copy from
Founders' steps . . . faculty members anxiously awaited each edition along
with them. . . regular editions and such specials as the "Vs/hacker Crampus",
April Fool edition, were planned at the weekly lunch hour meetings . . . this
year the paper staff sponsored such important war activities as war bond drives
and stocking salvages.

brisk and cheerful Mr. Whitten
vas librarian . . he diligently
rorked in his book-stacked office
keep the library up-to-date .
ccasionally he would hurry up to
ke library for a conference with
4iss Kelly, his capable assistant
•
students suspected them both
f catalogued minds, so wide was
heir knowledge of the many
h ousands of volumes on the
helves.

1ibP&P
0 9
housed in beautiful Menden Hall, the
library was extraordinary for so small a
school . . . one prized collection was the
extensive Quaker library. . . another was
the subscription It of two hundred and
eighty periodicals found in the magazine
section . . . several daily papers helped
students keep up with news, and the
"funnies" . . . studying, or what appeared
to be studying, was often done elsewhere
on campus. . .
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4 tuden tj
the lovely and comfortable lounge in Menden Hall
frequently drew study groups. . . soft leather davenports and heavy carpeting were conducive to some
concentration, some relaxation . . . before classes
many students gathered on not-so-comfortable
Founders' steps for a last hurried glance at notes
before the inevitable quiz . . . the worn steps were
the repository for burdensome books when not in
use . . . although some few claimed they studied
best "at home" in the domitories, bustling dorm atmosphere was usually not so conducive to studying
as the "libe".. . however, much studying was done
in dorm rooms . . . often as not a bull-session, such
as those pictured in Plainer and Newlin, gathered
and held forth until the small hours of the morning.

in warm weather the broad expanses of green lawn were
spotted with students writing or reading with more or less
concentration . . . favorite spots were the circular benches
around the trees, the Franklin bench near Redwood, and
the gentle slopes just down from Founders' steps . . . when
classrooms were hot and stuffy some professors occasionally
held their classes on the lawn . . . Dr. Cooper conducted
many a poetry and drama class under the trees . . . those
who attempted to study in the boisterous atmosphere of the
Spot were few . . . many saved copying of papers to be
done with one hand while they held a cone in the other.
frowned on by those in authority, students were occasionally seen surreptitiously cramming in convocation ...
the cars in the parking lot were a haven for many students
seeking seclusion to open their books ... some last minute
cramming was done on foot, climbing the hill to class.
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the fellows lived in the magnificence of NeM
Hall, remodeled this year. . . it was composec
a main building with a large and comforta
lounge, an inner court, and the "cottage", as
smaller building of some dozen rooms was cal
•
• . most room doors were emblazoned with
occupants' nicknames or startling pictures
each group of fellows tried to outdo the othen
the number and quality of pin-up girls on tf
walls.

dOPPIAO

those who lived in dormitories missed
some of the comforts of home, but
not many ... and dorm life was fun
each dorm was a little world in
itself, and individual members bore
some of the characteristics of the
group from months of close association . . . the girls at Platner Hall,
shown pajama-clad at their Christmas party, lived in the newest and
most spacious girls' dormitory .
its beautiful lounge was a campus
meeting place, and the scene of many
teas . . . Bolte Hall was older, and
accommodated around twenty-five
girls in its several sections.

48
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rclman accommodated
roximately forty girls,
id Platner... high on
hill above the campus,
ifforded lovely views,
the unaccustomed
id the climb long and
risome . . . the girls at
.y were a small, selfrning group . . . they
I closest to the inn and
try, and wouldn't have
ed dorms with anyone.

Earlham was a long way from classes and the Inn, and wet weather necessitated
frequent muddy tramps across campus . . . the fifteen girls who lived there
liked their pleasant rooms, and the fellowship of a small group. . . the tree-lined
drive to Crestwood was a campus beauty spot. . . smallest and most secluded of
all the dormitories, it was self-governing. . . there were lovely views from Crest00d too, and it was sufficiently far from the streets to have an unusually quiet
atmosphere . . . each dormitory had its own governing body, more or less independent from interdormitory council . . . and each had its own social events,
mixers and house parties . . . each dorm had a hostess, who supervised house
responsibilities and handled emergencies.
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excellent meals were served
in the Campus Inn at regular
hours . . . the large diningroom was sparsely filled at
seventy-thirty breakfast, but
overflowed with dorm students and outsiders at noon
•
• . Thursday evenings were
dress-up nights, a special dinner was served, and an afterdinner program made it a
special occasion • • . student
help did much of the cooking,
and all of the serving and cleaning . . . although the food was really
extraordinary for such an independent enterprise, the Inn was the
brunt of many campus jokes . . . Dr. Mary G. Korsted, well-known
town physician, was the 5h00I doctor . • . she replaced Dr. M. G.
Barmore when he joined the Marines . . . every entering student took
a required physical examination . . . and the doctor had office hours
in the infirmary every morning to treat small ailments of the students
. . Mrs. Irene Farnum, school nurse, lived in the infirmary and was
•
on hand at all times with advice and simple remedies.

Mr. Cooper, who kept the campus neat, was the inspiration for many campus legends
he was attributed with unbelievable age, and students firmly believed he never slept,
or he was often seen working by lantern in the early morning hours . . . Ben Hamilton
carried sacks of mail to and from the post office, and supervised the maintenance of
Founders' . . . Ben Miller supervised the maintenance of the far-reaching campus . he
piloted the delapidated "speed demon" over the grounds, and ran the much-admired motor
. some of them are here shown
driven lawnmower ... each dorm had its own hostess
having tea . . . it was Mr. Otis Farrell who managed the smooth-running Campus Inn.

and j taff
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"May I see my grades?" "I want to drop this course." . . . questions asked, demands made, but
Dorothy Sheets and Mrs. Hinshaw in the registrar's office untangled problems with ease and
cheer . . . unfortunately they were as capable at distributing blue slips as they were at making
accurate records of every enrollee . . . monthly allowancel students hurried into the comptroller's
office. . . Miss Haig and Mr. Ferguson greeted them with beaming faces only to find that they
merely wanted to cash their check . . . holding the college purse strings, they could rattle off debts
at the drop of a banknote . . . secretary to the president, Barbara Thomas was one of the reasons
for Dr. Mendenhall's promptness . . . she kept him posted on engagements, did his secretarial
work, served any student organization in distress.

Helen Errett, education office secretary, filled Miss Brown's overflowing appointment b00k, and
I<ept on the IooI<-out for part-time
0b5 for students . . . she held the
records of all student committees
and organizations . . . spring saw
her off to join her husband who
worl<s for the U. S. . . . Mrs. Watz,
her successor, lived up to the high
standards she set . . . constantly
beleagured with demands for information, mail, and switchboard
connections, Mrs. Dallas was general office secretary . . . she trained girls
to assist her in keeping bulletin cases up to date, supplying professors with
mimeographed material, and running the switchboard.

5

éctt menden/tall

this year was Doctor Menclenhall's last
as president of Whittier College .
highly esteemed here and over the
nation, in leaving was mourned by the
college . . . very active in the American
Friends Service Committee, Doctor
Mendenhall devoted much time to social and spiritual work. . . he was much
sought after as an inspiring and easyto-listen-to lecturer . . . important conferences frequently called him across
the continent . . . his pretty secretary,
Barbara Thomas, kept extremely busy just filling his appointment book. . . the
college prospered and gained in reputation under his administration . . . he
will be remembered for his devotion to student interests, and his sincere concern with the problems of individuals . . . always genial, he was never too
busy to exchange a friendly word with admiring students . . . many student
groups enjoyed the warm hospitality of his home . . his calmness and wisdom inspired the college's efficient adjustment to war conditions.
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Dean Harold F. Spencer w
extraordinarily busy this ye
since all Army and Navy R
serve information went throu
his office . . . he was sincere
interested in the problems of ti
fellows, and spent much tini
helping them make decisioi
concerning branches of the ser
ices . . . he also assumed ti
detailed duties of Registrar
he had long been head of ti
biology department.

adjninio t**Iff tolgoi
0
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Miss Elva F. Brown was clean of
women . . . also head of the secondary education department, her
two jobs were frequently combined
. . supervisor of all women's activi•
ties and organizations, Miss Brown
was also the keeper of the closely
supervised social calendar . . . she
knew every girt by name, and had
helped almost every one with a problem sometime during her school
career.. . Dr. Onias B. Baldwin was
dean of men . . . also, he was especially concerned this year with Army
and Navy bulletins . . . he brought
expert advisers from every branch of
the service to help the fellows make
important decisions • . . he planned
to reinstate mens' traditions after
the war.

head of the education department was Dr. Joseph Coffin . . . he signed all teaching credentials and made sure education majors were familiar with the latest methods . . . also director
of the psychology-philosophy department, he was the author of several widely read books
he was a willing counsellor for students with problems. . . this year the college burned its
mortgage due to efficient management of comptroller Howard H. Hockett . . . his office
handled student tuitions and fees, attending to the numerous details connected with such an
extensive job . . . Mr. Hockett supervised student work programs under the college plan
and N.Y.A. . . . a maximum number of students received some help.

5

headed by youthful Dr. Roy Newsome, the chemistry department
stepped into new importance with
concentration on the war effort
•
. • chemistry courses were especially accelerated . . • friendly and
inspiring Dr. Newsom trained
more prospective doctors, nurses,
and technicians than ever before.
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greatly accelerated program was
1 emancleci of, and accomplished
by the physics department .
under the direction of interesting
Dr. Romer, the department,
'swamped with Army and Navy
men," had little time for developing new things . . . crowded with
twice the usual enrollment, the
mathematics department introduced such new courses as navigational astronomy . . . department
head, affable Dr. Pyle calmly
managed added responsibility ...
youthful and tremendously admired Hadley Marshburn joined
the faculty to teach extra classes.

ici ahd jnathepnatic4
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Lois James carried a heavy schedule of classes in
both the biology and chemistry departments
she did much to stimulate interest in the biology
department with her exhibits . . . poison oak, campus flora and fauna, and gruesome reptiles were
displayed alive in an enclosed booth in the hail of
Founders' . . . alert for any new developments in
her field, she taught up-to-date material in her
classes . . . her students were amused by her revealing opinionated comments on advertised products
and fads . . . the microbiology student at right was
learning "scope" technique in one of her wellmanaged "lab" courses.
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the biology department was also crowded
this year with prospective doctors, nurses,
and laboratory workers . . . latest materials
and methods were made available for their
use ... . Dr. Spencer was head of the department . . . an authority on algae, he taught
advanced courses, and advised majors .
his classes were intensive, both a headache
and a blessing to students . . . he was wellliked as a "good fellow" . . . Dr. Heming
taught many biology classes, both laboratory
and lecture courses . . . his lectures were
beautifully organized and precise . . . his
unhurried manner allowed students time to
ask questions . . . his subtle wit was stimulating . . . continually amused by youthful
inconsistencies, he thoroughly admired hardworking students and offered much encouragement and advice . . . top grades were
hard to get in his courses, and greatly prized.
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Dr. J. Herschel Coffin headed the philosophy-psychology department .
quiet and unassuming, he was the
author of several widely read books,
and a sought-after authority on the
science of personality . . . continually
emphasizing integration, his lectures
were beautifully organized and profusely illustrated with explanatory diagrams . . . he presided over the education department also, and was chairman of the annual summer-session
"Institute of International Relations"
Dr. Onias B. Baldwin was a professor of psychology . . . his lectures were
filled with stimulating questions, and
he dwelled on discussions . . . sincerely
interested in student problems, Dr.
Baldwin gave kindly and valuable
counsel to numerous ones of them ...
he was dean of men and in charge of
contacting possible new students.

genial Dr. Manfred Kuhn, prolessor of sociology, was renowned
or his stiff courses and gentle sarcasm . . . Dr. Gustav White, originator of widely-used vocational
placement tests, taught guidance
and counseling . . . Dr. Harry
Henderson was head of the Y. M.
C. A. department . . . the "Y"
majors were a closely associated
group . . . they had weekly noon
meetings.
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dynamic Dr. Smith taught extraordinary
courses in American history and Constitution . . . gesticulating and expostulating, he
communicated his enthusiasm to his classes
the Whittier College Summer School
was successful largely because of Dr.
Smith's year-long energetic recruiting of
students, and efficient management . . . Mr.
Harry Nerhood taught fearsome freshman
social science, and increasingly timely and
important Latin-American and Far East histories . . . students filled several closely
written pages with notes in one of his rapid
and fiery lectures . . . his tests were stiffest
of all by reputation . . . his robust humor
and explosive opinionating amused and
startled his classes . . . Dr. Charles Spaulding aided in freshman and sophomore social
science classes, and taught economics and
accounting . . . he delivered his concise lectures while strolling slowly around the room.

the war brought this department into the limelight
expected rises in enrollment in history classes
lept the professors busy . . . the wide-spread and
intense interest in geography stimulated an emphasis on this particular aspect of the social sciences
up-to-date maps and records of current movements on the war fronts were maintained by the
department . . . the girls pictured on the opposite
page were searching for the strange and intriguing
name postmarked on their latest letter.
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worship played an important part on
campus, and many students were
seen in church on Sunday and in the
in-weekly chapels . . they found
answers to their numerous problems
in Dr. Evan's inspirational classes
they got to know him in his home,
which was always open to them .
those who needed one found a sympathetic Listener in Reverend Folger
•
. as pastor of the Friends' Church
and professor of religion, he was a
willing counsellor.
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under the direction of likable Margie
Clark, president, the Student Christian Association climbed to new
heights . . . at the Monday night
meetings Glenn Bickford, vice-president planned discussions concerning
education in war time, marriage,
and post war reconstruction, which
brought about much student participation and interest . . . there was
Christian fellowship for everyone.

the combined faculty group included four of Chapman College's professors .
President George N. Reeves was seldom on campus . . . he frequently travelled
great distances to make contacts and formulate plans for the future of his college
. . quietly aggressive, his public speaking was ultra-dramatic . . • Dr. Rush M.
•
Deskins was dean of the college, and carried the bulk of the teaching load in the
religion department . . . a former medical missionary in Africa, Dr. Royal J. Dye
was an interesting and zealous professor of missions . . • recently acquired Donald
West was instructor in practical theology . • • he taught courses in place of the
president . • . youngish and good-natured, he was a good lecturer and greatly
admired by his students . . . Dr. Deskins and President Reeves are pictured below.

efffli,jI
spreading the word of C. K. Ogden and 1. A. Richards, Dr. Albert Upton was himself a contributor to the new science of orthology . . . his step-ahead intelligence and
logic awed all freshmen in the required Significs course . . . his department contributed
much to the progressiveness of the school as a whole . . . Lela Glover was Dr. Upton's
trouble-shooter and indispensable assistant . . . she was head of the coaches, pictured
above, who taught small discussions groups in the Significs course.
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professor of English and head of the Poet Theatre was Dr. Charles W.
Cooper . . . he took infinite pains and expected students to d0 the same.
instructions for a term paper in one of his courses covered more pages than
the finished paper . . . his courses were taught from an orthological standpoint . . . upon this basis was written his recently published "A New
Preface to Poetry" . . . admired for his superabundant energy and enthusiasm,
he was feared for his neatlyplaced sarcasms . . . Dr.
Charles F. Lindsley taught
radio drama classes .
busy with radio work and
his classes at Occidental,
where he was chairman of
the speech education department, he spent only
one afternoon a week on
campus . . . respected for
his wide experience, he
was liked for his geniality.
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drama

the 'Whittier College drama department was widely known and much admired . . . directed by Dr. Cooper, the
Poet Theatre produced four excellent
plays this year . . . these productions
were good experience and an excellent
proving-ground for aspiring thespians
and they highlighted the college
and community social calendar .
their success was the result of long and
intensive work by Dr. Cooper, his stage
crew, and his actors and actresses .
a rigid schedule of activities was laid
down by Dr. Cooper, and strictly adhered to . . . this schedule was posted
on the Poet Theatre Call Board in
Founders' Hall . . . long before the
date set for the play, plans were made
for the scenery, and work was begun
by special crews and the stagecraft
classes . . . elaborate and striking sets
were accomplished, and frequent set
changes were easily achieved by means
of revolving stages.
70

Thelma Sprague replaced Mrs. Bette Kesler,
and fulfilled the tremendous responsibilities of
stage director. . . occupying a small and much
traversed office off the stage, she was in charge
of all stage committees, and she was directly
responsible for all stage equipment . . . stage
directors assisted Dr. Cooper in his productions, and were sometimes assisted by Dr.
Cooper in their own productions . . . they provided stage effects for convocations and
chapels.

as the opening night approached rehearsals
grew more frequent, and participating students
found it necessary to neglect their studies for a
time . . . Dr. Cooper's enthusiasm inspired his
casts, and they began living their parts .
dress rehearsals were always discouraging,
and their errors contributed to the traditional
nervousness of the cast on the opening night
. . a smooth performance somehow evolved
•
out of the confusion back-stage immediately
before the first curtain . . • usually capacity
audiences attended each play's two or three
performances . • . student tickets were included
in their semi-annual fees . . . the plays were
advertised in nearby shops, and many towns-

people bought tickets at the door
performance nights . . • this ye
Marion 'Wall was in charge of tI
complicated business of ticket sal
one night .0f the play's run ti
cast was kept until the early ho
of the morning to pose for shots f
the annual and the Poet Theat
files . . • and one night Dr. Coop
gave an eagerly anticipated pat
for cast and crew . . . lines from ti
plays continued to be quoted by t
cast and audience for many montl
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cookh
cast of

"Till You Came Br"

Prof. Schenley
- - - Jim Grego
Petunia - - - Mary LouAll1
Heliotrope
Betty Cc
George
James Shul
Dean Martini - - Oliver Wht011
Prof. Milwaukee
- David Krueg
Dr. Blatz
Bob D
Dr. Bocic
Bob Nichc
Miss Pilsner - - - Connie Hugh
Don
Louis Zey
Edna
Shirley Hobe
Eghert
Lon MAII5t
Larry
Myron Eng

exclusively a student production, "CooIcin' Wiz
Gas" was a musical
with songs and dances and
patter it depicted life at
mythical Western University, and the revolution of
the hep-cat students who
converted the professors to
boogie and jivin' . . . it was
fast-moving and entertaining . . . students hummed
the catchy tunes for
months. .
"Fight On For Dear Old Western"

9e14
characters
Jack Yale
:inkey
Rex Danneskiold
te
Jane LeFebvre
[ary
Phyllis Leisenring
ot
al
\WiIIys Peck
rst Waterboy
David Krueger
Pcond \Vaterboy - Canton Casjen
oice of House-mother June Dickerson
racie
Bette Hoskins
Lois Little
enelope
rof. Budweiser
Guy Frank
rof. Acme - - Bill Thompson

"And So It's June Again"

this musical revue was
written and directed by
Bob Dye and Guy Frank,
seniors . . both fellows
had appeared frequently
on the Poet Theatre stage
in extraordinary performances, and Guy was an accomplished musician
their combined talents, and
those of the cast, produced
a smooth and entertaining
. the deperformance
lighted audience contributed their admissions to
the U.S.O.
"We're For Frivolity"

7
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the jury hath convicted the appellant."

is story of a deranged
urcierer kept the auciice gripping the chair
ms . . opening with
ominous courtroom
ne, the play built up
max after climax, and
vera1 girls in the audice screamed during
e most nerve shatterscenes . . Tippie
ye played the enchantbaby-faced Danny,
maniacal killer, suprted by an excellent
St.
"So You're Baby-face."

"Come along.

cast of characters
Lord Chief Justice
Mrs. Bransome
Olivia Grayne - Hubert Laurie
Nurse Libby
Mrs. Terence
Dora Parlcoe
Inspector Belsize
Dan

Bill Thoburn
Alva Rylee
Jaqueline Vandenburg
David Krueger
Esther Boyle
Barbara Holman
Bette Hoskins
John Arcadi
Bob Dye

and that's murder.
7

John Steinbeck's startling story of
transient workers was produced by
the Franklin Society as their annual
play . . . all male parts were played
by members of the FrankLins .
head of the Poet Theatre and Franklin sponsor, Dr. Cooper was director.
". . . somebody gives a damn about us."

cas
George
Lennie
Candy
Boss
Curley
Curley's wife
Slim
Carlson
Whit
Crooks

"George, make him leave me alone."
6

Lenny, the massive and mentally
deficient killer was played by Bill
Coburn • . . Earle Skinner was
George, fiery-tempered and tenderhearted. . . Jeanne Booth's portrayal
of Curley's flirtatious wife was excellent . . . the simple ranch scenery
was impressively lighted.
"You're the only guy with guts."

nd men
icters
Earle Skinner
•
Bill Coburn
....Ed Stone
. Lloyd Reese
•
• . Bill Cass
•
Jeanne Booth
. • Ed Griffith
•
. Joe Bradford
•
• Bob Nichols
•
Bob Thompson

"Lenny coulda did that."
7

tough t at
FUMED OAK
cast of characters
Henry Gow
Guy Frank
Doris, his wife - - - - Virginia Dorn
Elsie, his daughter - - - - Jane Naegle
Mrs. Rockett - - - - Wanda Roberson

"Old hawss-face was w'ot I said."

HANDS ACROSS THE SEA
cast of characters
dy Maureen Gilpin (Piggy) - Jaqueline Vanclenburg
mmander Peter Gilpin, R.N., her husband Ray Nixon
e Hon. Clare Weciderburn - - - - Alva Rylee
ut. Commander Alstair Corbett, R.N. - Bob Nichols
tjor Gosling (Bogey)
Jack Mele
r. Waclhurst
Ed Griffith
rs. Wadhurst
Betty Jo Adams
ss Burnham
Gwen 'Waters
rafters
Evalyn Bowker

"The room is filled with

0
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three of Noel Coward's ultra-modern series
of plays constituted the final production of the
season . . . they were semester projects of the
drama classes, and were directed by students
. . the very light comedy, "Hands Across the
•
Sea" was under the direction of Jeanne Booth
. . Guy Frank's portrayal of the suddenly re•
bellious henpecked husband in "Fumed Oak"
was outstanding . . . that sordid comedy was
directed by Dr. Cooper, who was assisted by
Billie Gee . . . "Still Life" was the tragic story
of two lovers who lived double lives .
Thelma Sprague, Stage Director, supervised
the production.

"We knew we'd get hurt."

STILL LIFE
cast of characters
Laura Jesson
Myrtle Bagot
Beryl Waters
Stanley
Albert Godby
Alec Harvey
Young Woman
Bill
Johnnie
Mildred
Dolly Messiter

Esther Boyl
Barbara Holma
Mary Park
Rex Danneskiol
Jim Gregrn
Dean Echo
Jean Bowli
Ray Nixo
Bob Nicho
Joy Hab
Shirley Hobei

the most awful people."
7S

Miss Esther Andrews taught Germai
and French . . . classes in Frencl
dwindled rapidly after the defeat o
France, but enrollment in Germai
courses tended to rise with the increas
ing number of science majors . . . Mis
Andrews' classes were well-organize
and her teaching methods were thor
ough . . . she taught national culture
with grammar and pronunciation
all Spanish classes were taught by Ms
Alma Anderson . . . her classes gre'
rapidly with increasing interest ii
Latin-America . . . her courses em
phasized Latin-American Spanish, an
her knowledge of the language wa
continually increased in her yearl'
trips to Mexico . . . Mr. Mahlon Har
vey taught French classes . . . he gay
his own impressions of pre-Nazi Franc
•
he was known for terrific tests, an(
a unique system of grading.
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plu4ic and mu4ician4

uth Harolcison was cataoguecl as an instructor in
she was one of the
violin
she was also clirec'inest
:or of the Whittier Collegeommunity Symphony Or:hestra, and of the Los AneIes Women's Symphony
rchestra . . . clean of the
music department, Margarha Lohmann, gave effective
nstruction to piano students
her lectures in music appreciation were imbued with
bier vigorous love of music
and her ecstatic enthusiasms
ver Bach . . . she was reriowned for her forceful recDmmendation of the 01d maser . . . former Whittier stulent MaryO Van Deman
Dffered the foundations for
musical vocations, harmony,
ounterpoint, and composition . . . her sympathy and
understanding encouraged
many a student . . . instructor
in public school music and
Drgan, Eugene Riddle offered
future teachers a logical interpretation of music which
was invaluable to them.

8

the A Cappella choir and Wm. H.
Wright, director, are pictured across the
page . . . first semester the choir numbered thirty-five singers, who joined their
director in presenting concerts for the student-body and community . . . due to
transportation restrictions the mid-semester's tour was canceled, but the group
compensated for this disappointment with
a ripping week-end mountain party organized by president Ellsworth Steciclein
second semester found the group
altered for the duration to the 'Women's
Glee Club, which, carried on to present
the annual home concert.
approximately sixty musicians gathered from 'Whittier and surrounding communities to
form the Whittier College-Community Symphony Orchestra, under the direction of
Ruth Haroldson . . the cooperative spirit of the members was inspired and maintained
by their energetic president and concert mistress, Marjorie Lewis . . . about ten concerts
were prepared and presented this season . . . the high point was the traditional Bach
Festival which was attended as usual by capacity audiences. . . not only did this organization draw enthusiastic support from home, but it combined with the Los Angeles
Women's Symphony and the choir of the Los Angeles First Methodist Church in the
successful presentation of Mendelssohn's Easter oratorio, "Elijah" . . . after much and
diligent practice, the nineteen forty-two, forty-three season reached its finale in Convocation where Guy Frank was featured playing George Gershwin's "Rhapsody in
Blue" . . . good music was especially welcomed by a war weary community for whom
it was relaxation and inspiration . . . the season's efforts were rewarded with extraordinary attendance.

Lone of our sister colleges could boast a building so
iodern and complete as our Music Building .
veil-equipped practice rooms and richly furnished
Iudios made it extraordinary . . . a part of this
ullding especially, belonged to every person on
ampus, the Listening Room . . . through the genrosily of Ella Peaseley of Long Beach, and of the
arnegie Corporation, this well-lighted room was
quipped with record-player, speaker, a large record
brary, and accompanying scores to many of the
reat works . . . further contributions were freuently made . . . an accurate record kept during
ie last year revealed that symphonies and chamer music led the way in popularity . . . prior to
ie war, more men than women availed themselves
[this rare opportunity . . . the music faculty stood
rmly by their guns in declaring that the developLent of music appreciation provided a balance for
udents majoring in other departments.
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Miss Elnora Laughlin taught all art courses, from crafts to
this year some of her advanced students
oil painting
her classes
hung paintings in a well-I<nown exhibit
howwere held in the recently acquired Art Cottage
ever, painters scattered over the campus searching for
subject matter, and crafts classes sawed and pounded in
the back yard.

directed by Dr. Coffin, 'Whittier's education department was extensive. . . and education courses were
taught by many professors in other departments ...
Miss Mabel Rice, a nationally known authority in
her field, was head of the primary education section. . . the girl above is pictured doing her required
practice-teaching. Miss Brown was secondary head.

edlucation
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letne ecolletnicA
home economics
)artment was Unthe supervision of
ss Maud Evans
taught foods and
ving classes . her
)dS department
Diced and served
ny a delicious meal
campus organizaris... Miss Thelma
arson taught texs, and headed the
mpus Red Cross
pter.

8

future teachers and housewives made up the
Home Economics Club . . . Maryann Corbett
was president first semester . . . Pat Phelan
headed the club second semester, when it held
the Red Cross benefit foods bazaar.

the women's physical education department was
under the supervision of Miss Lucille Verhuist
with a background of extensive study and experience behind her, Miss Verhulst was recently chosen
chairman of the Health Physical Education and
Recreation Association
she taught Freshman
Orientation classes and many theory courses
Miss Eleanore Davenport, former Whittier student,
always cheerful, she
taught tennis and archery
was much sought-after to organize recreational
her lightning
games for parties and playdays
reactions and perfect coordination were an inspiraall courses in this departtion to her students
ment were planned to improve athletic skills and
further social adjustment.

ia'jnen o ph,óica/ educativ,t,

and Pecpl

the "P.E." Club, pictured across the page, was
made up of physical education majors and minors
meeting hi-weekly, it was headed this year by
Barbara Holloway and Gwyn 'Wardman, first and
second semester presidents . . . Harriette Anne
Gray taught modern dance. . . she was the leading
dancer in her field in Southern California .
classes were offered in all sorts of team sports, in
bowling, archery, tennis, horseback riding, golf,
badminton, and table tennis . . . there were tennis
and bowling tournaments, and after-school games
in hockey and volleyball . . . the girls competed
with the fellows occasionally . . . many sports
learned in class became hobbies of the girls.

rtion

oaching his first free lance
:eam since 1929, Coach
'Chief" Newman saw five
victories and four defeats
recorded on the scoreboard
burly Chief began the
nineteen forty-two season
with an acute "beef shortreturning lettermen of the nineteen fortyne conference champs
were Captain Jack Mele,
Fred Shaheen, Bob
Thompson, Joe Bradford,
Morgan Schilling, Lloyd
Reese, and Warren Ear!. . Walt Hoehn of the nineteen forty-two squad
returned to the fold . . these were bolstered by sophomores up from
an outstanding frosh team of the year before . dropping from the conference made eligible much-needed freshmen . . . the boys got off to a
slow start, losing the first three because of a tremendous lack of experience
in facing some of the stiffest small school competition on the Coast
once warmed up the fellows breezed through all other contests except the
Occidental game, where they lost nineteen to seven ...

all

games were daylight clue to climout restrictions . . . the Saturday afternoon schedule
caused a marked decrease in attendance . . . students with jobs missed the contests,
as did many townspeople who had eagerly anticipated the night games . . . disheartened by the tremendous early defeats the fans lost much enthusiasm until the thrilling
homecoming game . . . the beginning squad of over thirty rapidly dwindled to barely
two teams due to injuries, ineligibility, and induction . . . star players consistently
were on the field sixty minutes . . . several promising players lost in mid-season were
Jack Brownell, freshman halfback; Warren Earl, spectacular senior halfback; Francis
Corcoran, sophomore lineman, and Don Uglow, junior halfback and outstanding punter.

Lee Mahood and Bob Nichols hollered their lungs
out leading yells at games and rallies throughout
the football season . . . Jim Bond and Morris Hamberg, both called into the army during the season,
sometimes poured enthusiasm into the crowd
through a megaphone along with Lee and Bob
. • vivacious Phyllis Bacon and Lolly Hobbs
•
strutted the stage and grandstands as song leaders
. . white-booted and dressed in appealing cos•
tumes, they 5h00k their pompoms to the delight of
Poet fans and visitors.

Whittier--O
Fresno State-51
greatest Coast team, Fresno State outplayed the
bewildered Poets . . . the disheartened team and
fans saw Jackie Fellows, "All-American" quarterback, run and pass to numerous touchdowns
the Poets seldom invaded Fresno territory,
only once so far as the thirty yard line . . . early
in the game the Poets pinned dwindling hopes
on Mele and Shaheen, who played their best to
overcome insurmountable odds, and failed .
their weaknesses thus spotlighted, the much
sobered team was eager for practice.

Captain Jack Mele . . . ranked as one of the
greatest ends in Poet gridiron history by the
coach, his playing was a continual inspiration to
his teammates . . . not only outstanding as a
defensive end, Jack was one of the most consistent
ground gainers on the team . . . his highpoint
in the current season was in his final appearance
on the home field, when he scored three touchdowns in the Redlands game. . . unparalleled in
accomplishment and popularity, Captain Jack
was voted its most valuable player by the team.
94

San Jose State, 20—'Whittier, 0
scoring twice in the first seven
minutes at play, San Jose had
chalked up three touchdowns
by the end of the first half
they were held to a lone first
sown in the second hail, after
the Whittier boys hit their stride
•
. . the first home game of the
season was played before a
crowd of over two thousand
spectators . . . the Whittier team
showed a definite improvement
over the Fresno game, and the
outstanding work of linemen
Shaheen and Thompson promised future adversaries some
opposition • • • outstanding offensive playing of the day was
the pass interception of Captain
Jack.
S.A.A.B.27... Whittier,-1 5
the lineup of Santa Ana Air
Base featured many football
greats from all over the U. S.
the Poets scored for the
first time in the season when
Jarnigan carried the ball into
the end zone twice in the fourth
quarter • • . the hard-running
Santa Ana squad scored four
times before the Whittier boys
took the ball for good • • Mele
and Conde did some brilliant
defensive playing, and the team
as a whole showed tremendous
improvement over their last performance. . . out of experiments
conducted in the first three
games, Chief ht on a winning
combination of backs, Fair, Jarnigan, Bayless, and Bradford
with teams in their own
class scheduled for the next battles, victories were inevitable.

burly Joe Bradford, junior, played blocking back . . • he stayed sixty
minutes in almost every game . . . new at calling plays, Joe's field generalship
one reason for the team's vast improvement • . • co-Captain,
along with Joe, Buck Jarnigan was outstanding as a sophomore fullback
his rugged strength and natural ability made this stocky blond a
favorite with Poet fans.

Fred Shaheen and Bob Thompson
were considered the best combination of guards ever to don the purple
and gold . . . seniors, they had been
outstanding members of the team for
three years . . . reaping various football honors while he played under
Chief, Shaheen combined with vastly underrated Thompson to form a
well-nigh impregnable part of the
forward wall. . . Bob was a spectacular slashing guard, while Freddie
was straight and hard-charging.

Cai-Poly6
Whittier47
Cal-Poly got off to a fast start, scoring in the first five minutes of play . . . fans feared another scorching defeat .
the challenged Poets came back with a seventy-yard drive,
and a pass from Bayless to Mele good for thirty-seven
yards and a touchdown . . . early in the second quarter
Bradford scored from the sixth . . . a few minutes later he
scored again from the twenty . . the purple and gold invaded the end zone three times in the third . . . Tuttle,
Bayless, and Harvey scored . :. Harvey scored again in
the fourth . . . Shaheen successfully converted five times.

returning after a year's absence, 'Walt Hoehn was outstanding as tackle. . gains over "big" 'Nail were few and
far between . . . his size added bulk to the impregnable
left side . . . Bill Coburn was a valuable reserve tackle ...
alternately playing left end and running guard, sophomore
Jack Albee was outstanding at times despite inexperience
. . beefy Morgan Schilling saw much action as reserve
•
tackle . . . he was the oldest man on a youthful team.

the important job of Graduate Manager was filled this year by Ed Patterson, basketball star . . . the clever football programs and the Whittier College Catalog were his
responsibility . . . he handled issuing of tickets and the financial end of a!! games .
and this year the new and complicated business of federal taxes on school affairs was
placed in his charge . . . likeable Ed carried out his job with his usual seriousness and
efficiency.

\Vhittier._28. . San Diego-1
highlight of the San Dieg
game was the spectacular run
fling of Bob Bayless . . . tim
and time again he broke f0
considerable yardage . . . in th
third he made an eighty yan
sprint . . . five thousand Sat
Diego Homecoming fans sa
a well-coordinated Poet gric
machine score almost at will
Bayless and Fair each chailcec
up two touchdowns . . . Sha
heen was good for four points
•
. . the outplayed Aztecs invaded the end zone only in th€
waning minutes of the game.
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Occidental—19
VVhittier7
an overconfident Poet team traveled to Eagle Rock to
meet an unexpected defeat . . . off to a magnificent
start, the Whittier squad seemed unbeatable . . . but
early in the second Oxy took over the ball . . . Captain
Keith Beebe was brilliant offensively and defensively
for the Tigers . . . Whittier showed some further signs
of life in the fourth, when Max Harvey tallied .
Shaheen and MeJe stood out in the Poets' poor showing.

Lloyd Reese and
Johnny Dell played
right end.. . they saw
an equal amount of
action . . . Bob Tuttle
and Carl Sherwood
showed first year talent as reserve end and
tailback . . . equally
adept at running or
throwing, Bob Bayless was a swivelIHpped tailback . .
he accounted for much
Poet yardage.

Whittier1 3
Pomona-7
three thousand Homecoming fans
saw the Poets win the traditional
Homecoming victory in the last seven
minutes of play . . . the Sagehens
had gained their seven to nothing
lead Late in the first quarter by effectively blocking a 'Whittier kick
sparked by Sherwood, the Poets
drove inside Pomona's ten yardline
twice in the second . . . after the intermission Journigan and Bayless
tore the Pomona line to shreds .
but two drives deep into Pomona territory were stymied . . . in a final
spectacular burst the Whittier squad
rolled up two scores . . . a deceptive
reverse by Fair around his own left
end sent him over for Vs/hitlier's first
score . . . the final score was made
when Captain Jack carried a partially blocked kick to Bayless, who
went over.

Whittier26
Redlands-0
probably the Last home game for the duration for the Poets ended
in victory . . . six seniors played their last before the Whittier
stands . . . one of the six, Captain Jack MeLe carried the ball into
the end zone three times . . . Max Harvey scored the other touchdown . . . Thompson and Shaheen were too much for Redlands'
razzle-dazzle attack in the middle of the line . . . the Bulldogs
rolled up a net gain of two yards . . . the Poet victory broke a two
year succession of scorebox ties.

Don Conde was a hushy pivot man . . . an outstanding defensive player, he was on the field almost full
time every game. . . he was extraordinary for a sophomore . . . Jack Fair, another standout sophomore, was
the smallest man on the squad . . . he was elusive and
hard-running on Chief's tricky reverses.

Cal Aggies6
Whittier-18
the last game was played in a driving rain at Sacramento . . . barely a hundred fans dotted the huge
stadium . . . the Poets tallied their three scores in the
second quarter, and rested on their laurels . . . the
trips into the end zone were made by Mele, Bayless,
and Journigan . . . because of the slippery conditions
Whittier's running attack was halted, and the squad
relied mainly on the aerial game . . . outlasting the
Poets, the Mustangs pushed over for a score in last
quarter.

Louis Larrimore was a leisurely but
powerful tackle . . . he was hampered a large part of the season by an
injured hand . . . sophomore Roy
Erikson developed into a valuable
right end in mid-season . . . he was
a rugged running mate for Jack Mele
hefty Max Harvey was a reserve
fullback . . . he made four of the
season's touchdowns . . . Dick
Boucher was a short, stocky guard
he relieved Fred Shaheen . .
Kim Creed, center, had an uncanny
ability to intercept passes . . . an injured knee kept him out of the last
two games.
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clay and night rallies were a big part of fall social life
several times downtown traffic was
halted by a Poet parade
and the horseplay in Thursday convocations added to Whittier enthusiasm
such melodramas as the Drunkard were presented at night rallies.
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the annual Football Banquet usually drew the greatest attendance of any school affair . . . in honor
of the football team, sports awards were made at the banquet . . . the new co-captains, Buck Journigan and Joe Bradford, were announced . . . the last banquet for the duration was a sumptuous
one, including roast turkey, pie, and plenty of coffee . . . Coach Newman made his annual speech
on the year's team, and Ensign Wayne Wilson was guest speaker . . . reigning over the affair was
the Football Queen, Caroline Reade, chosen that day by student-body poll . . . Caroline, as social
chairman, was in charge of the novel decorations . . . La Verne Boyer played for the dancing.
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early in November came Whittier Homecoming . . . the clay began when old grads signed up in
Mendenhall, and checiced to see if friends had arrived yet . . . the memory-filled room echoed with
greetings and reminiscences . . . in the morning they attended the society brunches . . . individual
societies entertained their alumni at town hotels and restaurants . . . former students reviewed their
life since college for their interested society members . . . the annual Homecoming game took place
during the afternoon . . . this year the Poets were victorious over the Pomona Sagehens, and maintained a tradition of thirteen years standing.
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after the game town restaurants were
again crowded with festive gettogethers. the final performance of
"Cool<in' 'Wiz Gas" was given betore a capacity audience that evening
immediately
in the Poet Theatre
following the play, alumni and students hurried to the Whittier
Women's Clubhouse to dance to exthe Clubcellent recorded music
house was decorated with a Thanksgiving theme of turkeys, pumpkins,
the many and
and cornstalks
varied uniforms present were
noticeable.
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the Poets gave up the traditional All-College Picnic to spend a
hot dusty day helping out local orange growers . . . they helped
to alleviate the shortage of orange pickers, and earned two hundred dollars, which they donated to the Red Cross . . . class teams
vied with each other in nearby groves . . . the juniors ran a close
second to the class of forty-three. . . dressed in their oldest clothes.
the students met at Founder's in the coolness of early morning .
transported to the groves in trucks, they soon warmed up as the
temperature rose to ninety degrees . .
water bottles were drained again and
again . . . by noon the grimy pickers
were adept at handling the snippers
and the cumbersome bags, and more
than ready to knock off for lunch.

they undoubtedly
the girls held out as well as the fellows .
lamented their smeared condition more . . . the only concession to
the weaker sex was a ladder-mover . . . faculty groups led each
[earn, and equally green professors worked with a will to encourage their teams of students . . . at the end of the day the weary
pickers checked in their equipment and clambered into the trucks
with one thought in mind, a hot bath . . clean and cool again,
and with voracious appetites, everyone appeared at the Vs/omen's
Clubhouse for dinner. . an amazing number had energy remaining to dance to recordings later.

under unusual financial
stress, the Acropolis found
it necessary to hold a benefit
dance
La Verne Boyer
played in the South Seas
atmosphere of moonlit islands
of palms and pampas grass
and Fish-filled pools
a
hula dancer entertained
while the delighted students
ate tropical fruits and cocoanut cake.

0

once a year the women's societies combined to present the
Intersociety Formal . . . decorated around a "Stardust"
theme, Phil Kingman and his
band played in a room transformed into a roof garden. .
a delicious supper was served
during intermission.
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no matter how many good resolutions had been made, everyone
crammed for semester finals . . . after the strain of exams and
term papers the between semesters vacation was more than welcome . . . and then the lengthy process of registration had to be
gone through again . . . second semester there was a noticeable
decrease in enrollment, especially of men . . . and by the end of
the semester only a handful of men attended classes . . . uniforms
were a familiar sight on campus, as many of the fellows in service
returned to visit . . . also, visiting \'Vaacs and Army personnel
sent rumors flying that 'Whittier might be chosen as a training
center . . . classes went on as usual . . . social affairs were still
fairly well attended . . . student-body elections gave more responsibility to women . . . there was increased interest and activity in
war woric . . . the seniors became even busier as the semester
progressed . . . their year was climaxed by the impressive graduation exercises, where several uniforms mingled with the caps and
gowns . . . everyone realized that next year would be very different
at the college . . . each student realized his own life would be
very different . . . everyday college happenings were important.

Ii!

conci semester interest
ntered around the socie•. for soon after registtion new members were
edged . . . definite rules
re followed by the girls'
cieties, traditions by the
lows . . . Friendship
as First semester, to
1h all new women stunts were invited, began
process of pledging in
women's societies .
piciced group of girls
re invited to the Rush
rties several months later
Finally the thrilling day
ne when bids were cbs)utecl through a faculty
trd, and the girls were
I comed into their socieat Acceptance Teas.
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every society had its own traditions, but they had many in
common . . . one of these was
the passing of chocolates in a
girl's society meeting to announce her engagement, or
marriage . . . the fellows passed cigars.. . there was an unusually large number of such
announcements this year, and
many surprises.

society meetings were held in
Whittier homes every other
Monday night . . . business
was followed by refreshments
it was a great honor to
be chosen a society officer. .
sometime during the year
each society had a formal and
an informal dance . . . these
dances were big events, supper dances at places such as
the Cocoanut Grove.

atho
presidents:
Gwyn Dietrich
Earlene Woodward

pledges
Betty J0 Adams
Pat Cattanach
Nancy Charlton
Virginia Dorn
Harriet Erikson
Dorothy Gilbert
Muriel Kelly
Fern Myer
Nancy Nix
Blanche Patton
Betty Pearson
Frances Riewald
May Scott
Roth Smith
Betty Sterritt
Pat Thomas
Rena Topping
Jean 'Walling
Carol Weber
PhyllisWilkerson
Margaret Wilkinson

Mary Atkins
Phyllis Bacon
Louise Conrad

Gwyn Dietrich
Dorothy Dolph
Margaret DuBroy

VeIcla Fouts
Janet Fremlin

1an4
tty Jean Hibbard
urel Hobbs
tte Hoskins
ive Jordan
sry King

izabeth Lamb
an Lang
Tillene Morgan
arjorie Murray
drley Roberts

trbara Robinson
re Rojas
Ien Seibert
yla Spence
anette Van Allen

ith Walker
nn 'Watts
elen 'Won
irlene Woodward
lice Wright

Ruth Armentrout
Esther Boyle
Marcia Combs

meta
Dean Dice
Bobbie Dorsey
Norma Jean Dov
Marjorie Finney
Billie Gee

Charlotte Gordo
Jean Gorman
Jane Gray
PhyllisHarvey
Betty Helm

Shirley Hoberg
Barbara Hollowa
Mary Louise Pay
Pat Phelan
Caroline Reade

Barbara Reeg
Barbara Robbins
Harriet Saunders
Julie Schoensieg
Wanda Stedman

?AO)II'Daftj
Pledges
Peggy Alibright
Barbara Baker
Katherine Dill
Dorothy Hill
Elizabeth Greene
Phyllis Leisenring
Alva Rylee
Evalyn Sayer
Jerry Smith
Marilyn Steeley
Marihelen Woodworth

presidents:
Barbara Holloway
Caroline Reacle

Melba Stokes
Jaqueline Vandenberg

Mary Joyce Whitlock
Janet Whittemore
Betty Wilson
Martha Young
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Beth Anderson
Florence Barmore
Gwen Carroll
Carol Coiner

Arlys Fossum
Margaret Cra
Betty Garclen€
Marguerite Gr

Bobbie Jerome
Francis Jones
Alice Lacy
Dorothy Lacy

Marjorie Lewi
Josephine Mar
Constance Ma
Fern Mills

rbara Mitchell
F ia Lee Murray
han Pollard
tty Reed
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Jean Rodecap
Waltraud Stoesling
Jane Taber

Roth Ann Thomas
Betty Thompson
Virginia Valentine
Sylvia White

Pledges
Kathleen Carter
Betty Kimber
Ruth Leger
Lois Little
Bertha Schrack
Kay Thomas
Cecilia Wicidund
Mary Wiggin
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presidents:
Jane Taber
Alice Lacy

presidents:
Shirley Anderson
Ellen Shore

thaliaxi

pledges
Annabelle Borden
Marjorie Clark
Margaret Haas
Janet Haig
Wanda Roberson
Bettie-Wilson Simmons
Charlotte Yee

'erly Barker
rence Bortzer
Black
ne1 Booth
ncis Copeland

ryann Corbett
Drumhiller
ntha Fletcher
e Henley
ry Jane Howell

e Johnson
a Padan
ty Robinson
al Sams
m Shore

a Silberberg
raine Smith
:h 'Watson
n 'Wood
s Wheeler

Shirley Anderson

presidents:
Gwen Waters
Marjorie Friend

June Bilderbacl
Margaret Fisher
Marjorie Friend

bechitai
pledges

Mary Parker
Marjorie Stout
Jean Vorce

Gwen Waters
Nadine 'Wilkinson
Marie Woods

Paula Allison
Roth Hutchinson
Luise Judson
Betty Lacock
Anita Runyan

president:
Rosalie Abbot

4er9 4'ftiah4
Rosalie Abbott

pledges
Mary Jo Barnett
Alia Mae Bearcion
Mary Martha Ragland

Anne Deskins
Edith Sergison
Jaque Smith
Georgenne Yoalcum
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pledges
Leon Aronson
George Caldwell
John Dell
Ray Nixon
Ned Ryland
Bill Stanley
Jack Yale
Clyde Winters

presidents:
B1! Gardener
Morgan Schilling

jtank/mo
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Jack Albee
Joe Bradford

Bill
Jack
Bill
Bob

Cass
Chariton
Coburn
Dye

Ed Farnum
LeRoy Ferguson
Bill Gardener
Ed Griffith

Lyle McCloskey
Lee Mahood
Lloyd Reese
Morgan Schilling

Fred Shaheen
Jim Shugg
Earle Skinner
Ed Stone

Bill Stone
Bob Thompson
Fred Wilson
Louis Zeyen

lancepi

Carl Bishop
Jim BruiT
Ted Chenney

Rex Dannesidold
Don Eggen
Elton Fessier

Guy Frank
Bruce Giguette
Dick Hanson
Bob Kauffman
Kim Creed

Tal Morash
Malcolm Perkins
Lowell Randolpl
Elwin Stanfield
Ellsworth Steckl

presidents:
Car! Bishop
Guy Frank

pledges
John Arcadi
Tom Diehl
Myron Engel
Tom Masterson
Herb Metcalf
Willys Peck

Oliver 'Whitcomb
Bob Wolstoncroft
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presidents:
Ed Patterson
Jack Mele
Dick Boucher
Clifford Cole

Francis Corcoran
Roy Erikson
Ernest Herrington
Pledges
Jack Brownell
Forrest DII0
Stewart Pike
Dick Reese
Harry White
Walt Hoehn
Millard Jarnigan
Louis Larrimore

Bill McClary
Warren McCray
Jack Mele

Ed Patterson
Carl Sherwood
Bob Tuttle
Gail Waller
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presidents:
Ivan Welborn
Bob Magnusson

Hobart Cushman
Alan Magnusson

pen114
Jim
Jim
Jim
Bob

pledges
Cushingliam
Epperly
Gregory
Miller

BobMagnusson
Bob Rosene

Edward Rt0
Robert Schilling
Ivan Welborn
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presidents:
Jim Deese
Ben Bonhorst

Glen Bickford
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Ben Bonhorst
DicI< Brown

Sam Cambell
Myron Engel
Jerry Ford
pledges
Dean Echols
Phil McQuown
Don Poston
Bennie Shaw
Don Jolly
Charles Letson
Lester Niles
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there were fewer social affairs second
semester than usual . . . everyone was
busy with more important things, and
the number of fellows rapidly decreased as the weeks passed . . . small
but enthusiastic groups danced to
records on Tuesday evenings in the
Student Lounge . . . the after-dinner
dances were instituted and sponsored
by the Executive Committee . . . the
society informals and the Junior-Senior
Prom drew the greatest enthusiasm and
the largest crowds.
38

the Clubhouse was transformed into a corner of the campus for the JuniorSenior Prom. . . couples danced around the Rock and under the shadow
of Founders' tower . . . eucalypti, palms, pines, and ivy duplicated the
typically Californian Whittier campus . . . this traditional affair was
given for the seniors by the junior class, and only upperclassmen attended
a junior class committee planned all the details weeks ahead of time.

even the floorshow was junior
class talent . . . Marilyn Steeley
sang blues songs while the
dancers relaxed and ate delicious refreshments . . . the
class of forty-three was further
honored by the announcement
of the Prominent Poets . . . and
each senior received a beautiful
Lloyd photograph of the campus . . . Ansell Hill played.

13S

the annual Carnival was canceled for lach of student-body
funds and student leisure for the
elaborate arrangements . . . a
campus Funday was substituted
in the afternoon class and
society teams competed in relays
and team sports for prizes of
candy . . . a picnic supper was
served on the lawn . . . La
Verne Boyer played for the
dancing at the Clubhouse,
where the spring sports awards
were made.
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rally-like turnouts sent the Army Reserves off from the bus and train stations .
in
March twelve fellows left from the Whittier bus station one noon hour .
crowds
of cheering students blocked traffic on busy Philadelphia Street
some few tears
were shed, but shouts of encouragement and joking advice prevailed . the bus was
slow in leaving, but everyone waited to wave the b05 into the distance.
143

in answer to requests by the girls
or small jobs of war work the
A.W.S. instituted the four service
groups pictured on these pages.
an extensive membership campaign was conducted, and girls
joined the group in which they
could be of the most service
all projects begun by the several
groups were successfully completed by summer.

the thirty members of the WASP, or the
Women's Associated Sewing Project,
plied their needles on materials given
Betty Jo
them by the Red Cross
Adams and Francis Copeland were cochairmen of the group, which met in
Plainer Lounge in the afternoons . . . the
Women's Emergency First Ad Service
under the cohad twenty members
chairmanship of June Bilderbacic and
Josephine Silberberg, the group was organized for emergency work . teams of
girls with first aid certificates were formed
those without
and assigned stations .
certificates kept the First Ad kits fitted
with fresh supplies.
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the largest group was the WORS,
the Women's Organized Rationthe thirty-eight
ing Service
members helped out at the local
rationing board one hour a week
Blanche Patton and Shirley
Roberts headed this section
Gwen Carroll and Alea Mae
B eardon were in charge of the
WAMS, the Women's Association for Making Scrapbooks.

4710** ac tiilitie4
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the Poets in Service file w
maintained by Barbai
Thomas . . . the names an
latest addresses of all form
students now in service wei
hept in her office . . . ever,
one, especially the girls, wei
urged to write to them
U.S.O. dances were planne
to entertain service men st
tioned in Whittier . . . sorr
coeds had a hilarious time if
day soldiers in "jeeps" an
"goon cars" called for the]
at Plainer, and twice dro
them through the center
town.

it was the Quaker Campus which publicized all campus war activities, and was responsible for their success to a great extent
. . also the pages of the Q.C. were crowd•
ed with news of the service boys, and copies
were sent weekly to some hundreds of them
. . it sponsored a Stocking Salvage and a
•
War Bond Drive . . • over one thousand
stockings were contributed in the three
month long Salvage. . . the army used them
in the manufacture of parachutes.

month long campus War Bond Drive
Letted over fifteen hundred dollars for
iational defense . . . extensive publicity and
requent rallies stimulated sales, as did the
p00k auction which raised over two hundred
I ollars • . • a Victory Queen contest drew
remendous interest, and crowds surrounded
[ie Founders' Hall booth to watch votes
ecorded as they were purchased in stamps
nd bonds . . • the winning girl, Marihelen
\Joodworth, received six hundred and fortyight dollars worth of votes . • . she was
rowned in a special Convocation by Carl
ishop, and her princesses were introduced.

as usual, student-body elections
were held early in second semester . . . candidates for all offices
were introduced at a preliminary Convocation, when presidential candidates stated their
platforms .
the primary and
final elections were held the
week following. . . Carl Bishop,
as student-body president, headed the new "Exec" which received its offices from the old
committee in Convocation .
the evening following installation the traditional combined
committee party was held in a
Whittier home. . several combined meetings were held to
acquaint the new committee
with its duties.

nei ijjicei'4
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junior and senior officers served
for one year, but frosh and 50h
class governments changed hands
second semester . . . Jack Brownell
replaced Buck Keenan as president of the freshmen . . . Harry
("Fuzz") White was chosen vicepresident. and Rena Topping became the new class secretary .
nobody was found to take the
office of treasurer, and Carol
Weber was elected to plan the
semester's parties . . . sophs and
frosh combined in a boisterous
"Y" party the night of the JuniorSenior Prom.

Ted Chenney became soph gavel-pounder with Louis Larrimore as his
vice-president . . . Janet \Vhitemore was elected to take the minutes, and
Beth Anderson was unanimously named treasurer . . . Phyllis Bacon
became social chairman . . . the lower division found increasing responsibility for campus affairs placed on its shoulders as the upper classes were
diminished and di sturbed by war responsibilities.

1

spring semester activities of the juniors consisted entirely
of Prom planning . . . this traditional affair was held in
March instead of May, so that many fellows could attend
who were inducted into the service by May. . . social chairman Jere Rojas formed a close organization of committees
to see that all details were smoothly handled . . . Ruth
VVaIlcer and Earle Skinner are pictured working on the
elaborate decorations . . . the seniors shown are admiring
the picture they each received as a door prize.

the seniors planned
toward graduation
•• • they studied
long hours to accumulate needed
credits • • assignments were completed early to leave
time for the various
details concerned
with graduation,
and leisure for the
numerous and enjoyable activities of
Senior 'Week.
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easy-going Tippie Dye was chosen
to be an Acropolis Prominent Poet
•
• . and he was elected to collegiate
Who's Who in both his junior and
senior years . . • his position as
student-body president this year was
the climax of a college-long career
of office holding . . . and this year he
topped his numerous previous performances on the Poet Theatre stage
with his convincing portrayal of
Danny in "Night Mast Fall" .
sad-eyed Tippie, who arrived from
Hawaii "the bashfullest boy in
Whittier", became the most popular
fellow on campus.
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Shirley Anderson
William Cass

Ruth Armentrout
Betty Cole

Bill Lamb, with her twinkling smile
and friendly manner, was honored by
a Who's Who rating and a position
among the Prominent Poets . . . she
was a Cap and Gown member .
maintaining a consistently high grade
average, she found time to efficiently
execute the numerous offices she held
at Whittier . . . this year she graced
the Executive Committee meetings and
the Poet Theatre stage as student-body
secretary.

Leon Aronson
Francis Copeland

Lois Black
Margaret Craghull

Muriel Booth
Marilyn Crawford

Jeanne Booth
Betty Crum

Florence Bortz
Dean Dice

above the seniors are pictured dining at the Green Arbor
Inn during Senior \'Veek . . theatre and beach parties
crowded the clays and evenings
a final week of fellowhp enriched the college-long friendships of the class
members
. these seniors wore frosh beanies in times of
peace . . they saw the college growing and prosperous,
and they saw most of their fellows off to serve their country
in 'World 'War II.

Gwyn Dietrich
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Roberta Dorsey

Maureen DuT<eman

Guy Frank was president of his senior
class . . . he had held a succession of
offices during his college years, but he
was most admired for his musical and
dramatic talent . . . campus prankster,
he frequently downed on the Poet
Theatre stage to the delight of the
audience, and he could play more
serious parts equally well . . . recently
he portrayed a particularly pathetic
Henry Gow in Noel Coward's "Fumed
Oak" . . a brilliant pianist and arranger, his college musical career was
climaxed this year by his writing and
producing, with Tippie Dye, of the
musical "Cookin' Wiz Gas" . . . his
recent playing of George Gershwin's
"Rhapsody in Blue" as soloist with the
Whittier College Symphony Orchestra
was much lauded.

Robert Dye

Ethel Ewy

serene Caroline Reacle maintained her calm through the harassing job of studentthe results of her planning were memorable campus afbody social chairman
fairs, including the Orange Picking and the Football Banquet, where she reigned
she was a member of the Cap and Gown, and was
as a gracious Queen
and she headed the Ad Club, which provided clever
elected to Who's Who
her charm and
and stimulating advertising for all campus projects and affairs
ability won everyone's admiration.

Edwin Farnurn
Marguerite Grace

\/elda Fouts
Jane Gray

Guy Frank
Ed Griffith

William Gardener
Betty Helm

Billie Gee
Edward Hoag

Genevra Holbiri
Frances Jones

Barbara Holloway
Robert Jordan

Louis Zeyen's rise to prominence was rapid
. he
transferred to Whittier in his
junior year, and almost immediately became an officeholder
by the time he
was inducted into the Army
in March of his senior year,
he had held a long list of
offices, been elected to Who's
Who, and named a Prominent Poet
a "Y" major,
Louis was energetic and
likeable.
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Constance Hughes
Mary King

Roberta Jerome
Stanley Kyne

Alice Lacy

Elizabeth Lamb

Alan Magnusson

Lee Mahood

:ypical western college girl, Earl-E! VVooclwarcl was generally called
reezy", or "Breeze"
fresh and
rming in appearance, she was so
:iaIIy successful as to be crowned
otball Queen in her junior year
she was outstanding in girls'
As, and a good student
she
Id various class offices during her
r years at Whittier, and this year
was president of her society.

("Pat") Patterson was always a
easy-going Pat
rnpus figure
d a typically easy-going gait and
unruffled manner
this was so
n on the basketball court, where
was a three year star and this
ir's captain
Ed served as
aduate Manager and presided
r his society this year
he was
cied to Who's Who his last two
irs.
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this year's editor of the Quaker
Campus was Jane Taber . . . she
was a Cap and Gown member, and
president of her society . . . she was
elected to \Vh0'5 Who . . . her
knack for efficient organization benefitted any group of which she was a
part . . . Janey's friendliness and sincerity were extraordinary.

Fred Shaheen was honored this yea;
with the Swennerton Award, the toy
Whittier athletic award . . . shower
ed with awards throughout his col
I ege career, he was one of the Chief';
all-time favorites during his thre(
years of varsity football . . . he heI
serveral class and society offices, am
was elected to Who's Who . . . hi;
rugged good looks and handsomi
build made him a favorite with th
girls, as well as with the fellows.

black-haired, blue-eyed Alice Lacy was
president of the A.W.S., a Cap and Gown
member, and president of her society
honored by a Who's Who rating, Alice was
always unassuming, with a friendly charm
that gained her much loyalty and admirashe had held some class offices, but
tion
devoted herself mainly to the A.W.S.,
which she served in several capacities before
that most highly
being elected president
organized of campus groups required concentrated effort and efficiency.

Harriet Saunders
uth Ann Thomas

Robert Schilling
Betty Thompson

Julie Schoensiegel
Robert Thompson

Clarence Schusle
William Thompson

Jane Taber
Jeanette Van Allen

Josephine Mann
Fern Mills
Grace Mk5
Jack Mele

Constance Martois
Edward Patterson
Mary Louise Payne
Lowell Randolph

Caroline Reade
Barbara Robinson
Jean Roclecap
Melba Stoles

Thelma Sprague
Julia Silberberg
James Shugg
Fred Shaheen

("Bobbie") Holloway was
acler in her society and in the
ten's "P.E." Club . . . this year
served both organizations as
ident. . . she was also a member
ie Cap and Gown, and elected
Vho's Who . . . fresh in appearshe was possessed of an extraiary charming sweetness which
e her a campus favorite .
lace among the Prominent Poets
richly deserved.

Ivan Welborn
Earlene Woodward

Lois Wheeler
Martha Young

Mary Joyce \VhitIocl
Charlotte Yee

Betty Wilson
Louis Zeyen

Rosalie Abbot
Margaret Fisher

Paula AII50
Imogene Henderson

June Bilderback
Hilda Allen

red-haired and smiling Jim Shugg
was president of the Associated Men
Students . . . his class and society
had chosen him to hold various offices . . called "Shugger" by the
fellows, everyone who knew him was
his friend . . he was a "Y" major
and sincerely interested in young
men's problems . . . his cheerful
manner and good sense were an asset to any group.

Mary Parker

chap mall 4enio4
transplanted to a new and shared campus, Chapman College worked
constantly to maintain its cherished traditions . . the seniors found it
especially difficult to adjust to their new position, and their marked
minority among the Whittier group . . . however, it was arranged that
they receive their diplomas from their own College, in the combined
graduation exercises . . . they participated in their impressive ivy-ring
ceremony in the Herbert E. Harris Amphitheatre in the waning light of
afternoon. . . joined in fellowship by an unbroken ring of ivy, they bowed
their heads in prayer . . . President Reeves cut a portion of the ring for
each graduate . . . these symbolic ivy tendrils were planted this year on
Wliittier's campus, Chapman's temporary home.

Marjorie Scott

Edith Sergison
Marjorie Stout

Herbert Simpson
Gwen 'Waters

Jacque Smith
Georgenne Yoalum

Coach Aubrey Bonham called this year's team his "alltime champions" . . . they stacked up twenty-one victories
in twenty-six games . . . their average was fifty-four points
per game . . . they were outstanding both offensively and
defensively . . . it was a well-balanced, fast-moving, highscoring team. . . on the whole it was made up of seasoned
Players . . . the fans, students and townspeople, consistently packed Warciman Gym to watch the smooth
functioning Poets trounce hapless foes . . . as everywhere,
calls to service riddled their ranks as the season progressed.

Whittier
69
47
72
62
95
25
51
40
73
46
44
52
69
49
56
50
39
63
45
38
48
46
33
47
48
68
1410

won 21
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Opponent
Cal Tech
40
Pomona
25
La Verne
41
Redlands
42
La Verne
43
U.S.C.
34
Pepperdine
31
Occidental
41
S.A.A.B.
37
Vega Aircraft
47
U.C.L.A.
42
Redlands
40
Cal Tech
49
Pepperdine
34
Loyola
22
San Diego
36
San Diego
46
Pomona
47
S.A.A.B.
47
Occidental
36
San Diego
52
San Diego
42
Los Alamitos
30
L. A. Naval Armory
32
L. A. Naval Armory
29
Alumnae
37
Total

1007
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guard Ed ("Pat") Patterson was captain of
the team, and the backbone of the defensive
team. . . Ed's slow working defense kept many
an opponent from scoring . . . smiling Pat was
a favorite with the fans . . . considered by
many the greatest player in \'Vhittier's history,
Bob Tuttle played a spectacular center position . . . extraordinary as a rebound artist,
Bob dominated both backboards against all
comers.
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the biggest feather in the team's cap was its
defeat of the Pacific Coast Conference team,
U.C.L.A. . . . also they pointed with pride to
their double defeat of Pepperdine by more
than fifteen points after Pepperdine had dumped U.S.C., Pacific Coast Conference champs
the Poets were rated by experts as the
greatest small school team on the Coast .
this year's team broke the college record b
stacking up ninety-five points in one game.
the above game, with La Verne, went down
as the strangest in Quaker history . . . all but
three of the Leopards fouled out with five
minutes of play remaining . . . to even the
odds, the Poets finished the game with only
three players, two fellows remaining in the
court but out of play . . . the Whittier boys
continued to score rapidly throughout the final
minutes of play.

every Poet proved efficient at splitting the hoop . . . Warren McCray and Bob Tuttle carried off
top scoring honors for the season . . . they were closely followed by Sherwood, Pete Lee, and Ed
Patterson, in that order . . . each of the above piled up more than twenty-five points in a single
game . . . the biggest disappointment of the year for team and fans was the Poet's early season defeat by Occidental. . . later they came back and dumped Oxy . . . another heartbreaker was an overtime loss to Santa Ana Air Base, whose line-up boasted many ex-collegiate basketball greats . . . other
losses, few and far between, served only to stimulate more and greater victories as the season progressed.

a truly great offensive guard, Carl Sherwood
wound up the season with an average of almost ten points . . . Carl's one-handed shots
from out back usually kept the Poets well
ahead of their foes. . . Ed ("Oakie") Farnum
was pressure player of the squad . . . Ed alone
played great ball when the chips were down
he will be remembered for freak shots.
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a sensational sophomore, 'Warren McCray was the team's
hookshot artist . . . playing a forward position, he was one
of the high scorers of the squad. . . Jack Fair was a defensive demon
he fell before the faculty axe mid-season
•
. • Pete Lee, Pasadena Junior College transfer, proved
one of the most valuable players on the team, with his
blistering speed and dead-eye accuracy.

the Poets were chosen to represent the
West Coast in the National A.A.U.
basketball tournament at Kansas City...
they were unable to accept because of the
induction of several of their members into
the armed services • . . their place was
taken later by Pepperdine, whom they
had twice defeated. . . Pepperchne reached the semi-finals.
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a freshman up from Whittier High
School, Jack Brownell saw little
action on the varsity, but was a vital
cog on the "B" team . . . big Dick
Brown, Chapman's contribution to
Whittier varsity, was valuable as a
reserve center .
. Dave Cohee
transferred from Long Beach Junior
College . . . he was an outstanding
floor man . . . what he lacked in
shooting ability he made up in speed
and ball handling.

the "B" team played preliminary games . . . coached by
Chief Newman, it was hot and cold . . . seeing action
with the B's were Captain Lloyd Reese, Johnnie Deli, Jack
Brownell, Harry White, Dick Reese, Ray Nixon,. Bob
Nichols, and Morrie Hamberg . . . this team took the
place formerly held by the freshman squad . . . it trained
players for the varsity.

this year's squad wrote a triumphant finale to an era in
collegiate basketball ... their spectacular record will be a
stimulation to after-the-war teams . . . it will always be
remembered as one of the most colorful, versatile teams in
Poet history.
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Bob Tuttle, pitcher and outfielder, was a fair hitter . . . Ed
Patterson toiled on the mound,
and was credited with several
victories . . . the Poet's midget
keystone-sacker was Mark
Dressier . . . he was dynamite
in the lead-off position . . . Vic
L ongevan, smooth infielder,
held down the shortstop
position.

the Poet baseball squad played for the first time
in the Southern California Intercollegiate Baseball Conference. . . they wound up in third place
behind U.S.C. and U.C.L.A. . . . they placed
ahead of Oxy, Pepperdine, and Loyola . . . the
Whittier boys made up the second hardest hitting ball club in the Conference . . . their weak
point was fielding. . . they stacked up a high percentage of fielding errors which contributed to
their few defeats.
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Captain Walt ("Dubby") Hoehn led the Poets from
the initial sack . . a heavy sticker, he chalked up runs
for the Poets with regularity . . . a senior, he returned
from the nineteen forty-one squad to spark the team to
an enviable series of games.

outstanding horsehider of the year was
pitcher-outfielder Jack Mele . . . Jack led
the Southern California League in homeruns, RBI, triples, and doubles . . . in recognition of his feats he was unanimous choice
for all-conference, and was picked by the
Helms Athletic Foundation as the outstanding Southland collegiate baseballer.
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the Conference play was largely dominated by the Bruins and Trojans, who
proved stiff competition for the Whittier
boys . . . in their own class the Poets
found victory easy to accomplish .
highlight of the season was the game
with one of the outstanding teams of
the Southland, Santa Ana Air Base,
Led by Joe di Maggio, ex-Yankee outfielder extraordinary . . . they proved
too much for the Poets, dumping them
twice . . . Bob Tuttle had the thrill of a
lifetime and won acclaim by whiffing
out the Yankee wonder boy in the second game . . . the hottest games of the
season were the frays with Occidental,
where fans and players created near
riots on several occasions . . . the Poets
came out victorious in both contests .
the highest scoring of the season was
done in the final contest with Pepperdine . . . this game saw the Poets come
from behind a seven run deficit in the
last inning to put the game on ice with a
two point lead.. . Chief's biggest problem of the year was finding a smooth
functioning infield combination .
after much experimentation he teamed
Hoehn, Dressler, Longevan, and Fair
they proved very reliable . . . as a
whole, the team was the hardest hitting
ball club 'Whittier had ever boasted
the inexperience of many of the
Players proved the squad's greatest
stumbling block.

Kim Creed was a smooth infielder who saw plenty of
action at the hot corner . . . the most improved player on
the team was Millard ("Buck") Jarnigan, stocky shortslop . . . Jack Fair, diminutive infielder, started out as a
shortstop, and wound up on third . . . Dick Brown saw
some action in the outfield . . . Bones Dillon and Lloyd
Reese, outfielders, rounded out the squad.

17

coached by Aubrey Bonham, the Quaker
thinclads made a name for themselves
this year ... the small but well-rounded
team made good showing in stiff competition at the Southern California Relays
•
• • they scored fifteen points from Dell's
javelin throws, Dave Cohee's speedy century sprint, and the second and third
taken by freshmen relay teams, made up
of Stewart Pike, Jack Brownell, Bob
Strahi, Bill Mercer, and Dick Reese.

leather-lunged Myron Engle was a consistent placer in the mile . . . Bill Gardener was consistent at 10.2 and 22.8 for
the century and the furlong . . . Bob
Nichols took the hurdles smoothly and
speedily . . . Johnnie Dell hurled the
javelin one hundred and ninety-two feet
for a Poet record, and the season's Pacific
Coast record . . . not shown is one of the
team's standouts . . . Bob Tuttle took
several high jump firsts . . . once, out of
competition, he once cleared the bar at
6' 6" in his baseball suit.

tack an4
76

the Poet tennis team was headed this
year by Ellsworth Steciclein
coached by "Bonnie", the racketwielders distinguished themselves
only by their close defeat of Loyola
•• others who spent energetic hours
on the courts were Bob Kauffman,
Elton Fessier, Allan Locke, Gene
Rummel, Jim Cushingham, Clarence Shuske, and Tom Diehl.

! en n i4
17

the obstacles course was the Fiendish arrangement
Of Coach Bonham . . . all Reserves were required
to take double doses of P.E., and big doses which
included straining and crawling double time
through the obstacles course . . . they ran for miles,
shimmied on their stomachs, climbed and hung suspended from the parallel bars . . . after a couple of
hours of this torture the fellows emerged from the
showers grumbling and sore . . . however, they
were considerably hardened by the end of the year,
and glad of their preparation for the rigors of
service training.
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Portraiture
Informal
Commercial
Advertising
Architecture

1/d
Photographic Studio
East Colorado Street
Pasadena, California
Sy. 27205

766

Edition Bookbinders
Cover Manufacturers

&ecktold C&
Olive at Beaumont
Saint Louis, Missouri

lie a,t14ah4
Motion Picture Advertising
Fine Yearbooks

&etIO012ditir),
6patim,j ltd.
303 East Fourth Street
Los Angeles

Many of the most outstanding annuals of California are planned and
perfected in our modern yearbook
department.
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PublijAing C.
Pomona
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GOOD FOOTWEAR
108 East Philadelphia

Whiffieto iarndy
Modem Dry Cleaning
202 South Greenleaf

184

Perfect Blue-White Diamonds

Tib be t tj
Greenleaf at Philadelphia

Women's Vs/ear
Millinery

Sportswear

ie 4p0i4ir4

lYpuen.'i

Theatpej

Whittier

Aepatment ~t4'Pe

\'Varclrnan
Roxy

Conjolidated
Telephone Compofti,

liq /Op I)j
\\'hittier's Leading Jewelers
IOU

North Greenleaf Ave.
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#tapket
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"The Best For Less"

1541/2 Sooth Greenleaf

cupreme Qua/it
ppeductj ynco
Whittier's Best Ice Cream

7h Whit Ue
40tional 7PUA t
and

Cn'in94 &ank

•School Supplies
•Books
•School Jewelry
•Stationery
•Pennants
•Fountain Service

W/tittie College 8tk .!~t're
"The Spot"

8'ero Au9 .1~to."e
Corner Painter and Philadelphia

PLUMBING
Fountain Lunch
Prescription Service
Photo Finishing

J.J. 1je46en'

College Street at Painter Avenue

1n'4 t, *alt .1P 0/2

109-111 North Greenleaf Ave.

208 East Philadelphia Street

A Variety Store for Your Varied Needs

The Place for Good Lunches

187

8r'ad4'a, Jitarket
The House of Quality
Groceries, Meats, Vegetables, Notions,
Frozen Foods
501 North Pickering Ave.

Whittier

A Complete Line of Building Materials
FOOD LOCKERS

San& 4im6ep

C'mpaiu1

A Home Service for Home People

Ci'y4 tal Yee
1025 West Whittier Blvd.

Phone 433-57

VJhittier's Finest Men's Store

.I~mit/-/04em4Zn
110 East Philadelphia Street

Tailoring

44110 P/iarmac,
Prescription Specialists

For All Fine Dairy Products
147 North Greenleaf at Bailey

Agents for Elizabeth Arden, Dorothy Gray, Lentheric,

ki/tittie." !4.;eIffnita'i Aamy

Faberge, Chanel, Tussy, Elmo, Yardley Toiletries,
Chen Yu, Peggy Sage, Nail Enamel

88

126 South Comstock

(?66in4 Pre4critin
Exclusive Pharmacy
Phone 432-7

119 North Greenleaf

School and Office Supplies, Books, Greeting Cards
and Stationery

J. C. Penneey Co.

Whittier &''k !~t're

Home of Values

113'
/2 North Greenleaf

Phone 43-953

124-126 North Greenleaf

Whittier

3armer 6 41ardare
and Paint Co.
142 North Greenleaf

Fine Hardwares and Paints
Glass
Phone 426-38

Orcuttó it//t/tt/er 90cep,
Quaker

cit,.5;ai'inó

19 East Philadelphia

and ban 16jeciatio n
117 South Greenleaf

The Friendly institution

Whittier

A Home Store Owned and Operated by
Home People
Guy C. Orcutt and Carl Orcutt, Props.

189

c'///:4

Cie th/er4

We Whittier

121 East Philadelphia

C/tain6er 'jr'
Commerce

For Fine Clothing in Distinctive Taste

Wt ~T/wp

is interested in and ready to support every worthy com-

9aq

munity institution and enterprise. Whittier College is

Gifts For All Occasions

one of the choicest of these. It is, therefore, deserving
Social Stationery

Cards

of our continued goodwill and encouragement.
Lending Library
114 East Philadelphid
Phone 43-286

Telephone 432-71

Lloyd B. Johnson

P/n4eWa P/tarmac,

Whitt/et, 19(d/din9 and

Personal Service
112 East Philadelphia

Ca/si/n 4rt ~/u'p

ban 444'ciati'n

Insured Savings

Amortized Loans

224 East Philadelphia Street

Artistic Picture Framing
Gifts of All Kinds
Greeting Cards
Pictures
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Wooden Novelties
Costume Jewelry
Leather Goods

206 East Philadelphia Street

12 ic'd'4'/4'e'rtc Co.
127 North Greenleaf

Whittier

Visit Our Modern Fountain
Prices and Values Will Interest You

Jack o
Salad Bowl
Uptown

Private Dining Rooms for Parties

Ainnep 8e11 (ancic
May C. Monahan
Telephone
43-803

Jule M. Martin
645 E. Whittier Blvd.
Whittier, Calif.

Keep Your Car in Lasting Condition

O&/#Arty C&
120 North Greenleaf

91re4 tø,e 71/re and e",'1ce
Courteous and Dependable Service
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